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ABSTRACT
Antimonide-based photodetectors have recently been grown on a GaAs substrate by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and
reported to have comparable performance to the devices grown on more expensive InSb and GaSb substrates. We
demonstrated that GaAs, in addition to providing a cost saving substrate for antimonide-based semiconductor growth,
can be used as a functional material to fabricate transistors and realize addressing circuits for the heterogeneously grown
photodetectors. Based on co-integration of a GaAs MESFET with an InSb photodiode, we recently reported the first
demonstration of a switchable and mid-IR sensible photo-pixel on a GaAs substrate that is suitable for large-scale
integration into a focal plane array. In this work we report on the fabrication steps that we had to develop to deliver the
integrated photo-pixel. Various highly controllable etch processes, both wet and dry etch based, were established for
distinct material layers. Moreover, in order to avoid thermally-induced damage to the InSb detectors, a low temperature
annealed Ohmic contact was used, and the processing temperature never exceeded 180 ˚C. Furthermore, since there is a
considerable etch step (> 6 µm) that metal must straddle in order to interconnect the fabricated devices, we developed an
intermediate step using polyimide to provide a smoothing section between the lower MESFET and upper photodiode
regions of the device. This heterogeneous technology creates great potential to realize a new type of monolithic focal
plane array of addressable pixels for imaging in the medium wavelength infrared range without the need for flip-chip
bonding to a CMOS readout chip.

1. INTRODUCTION
Imaging at mid-IR wavelengths, and in particular in the medium wavelength infrared (MWIR) region (3-5µm) is of great
importance for a number of applications such as gas sensing, medical diagnostics, security and defense [1]. In order to
realize an image sensor such as a focal plane array (FPA), each photodiode must be individually addressable using row
and column decoding/multiplexing, so that the photo-generated signal can sequentially be transferred out from the array.
State-of-the-art FPAs working in the mid-IR require the isolated array of narrow bandgap photodiodes to be hybridized
with a CMOS addressing chip, is also known as a read-out integrated circuit (ROIC). Since one-to-one interconnections
between photodiodes and corresponding addressing circuits are unavoidable in this approach, indium bump based flipchip bonding techniques become nearly a necessity in order to achieve this kind of hybridization. Although the hybrid
approach has successfully produced very large format and high performance imagers, the commonly used flip-chip
bonding technique is not problem-free. First, as a technique that requires many processes at die level such as fabrication
of bumps, substrate alignment, epoxy under-filling and substrate thinning, it will dramatically increase the cost of the
manufactured FPAs [2]. Moreover, the yield and reliability of indium bump interconnections will become more and
more challenging when the technology is scaled for fabrication of large format arrays. Another issue of the hybrid
approach arises from the fact that most mid-IR imagers are operated under cryogenic cooling. Due to the large thermal
expansion mismatch between common mid-IR sensitive materials and the silicon chips, considerable stress is thus
experienced by the interconnections during thermal cycles, resulting in the possibility of connection failure or material
cracking in the worst case [3].
On the other hand, monolithic integration of detectors with the ROIC can support mass production by wafer level
manufacturing, and has been realized for low cost infrared FPAs based on thermal detectors [4]. However, some early
attempts at monolithically integrated, photon detector based mid-IR FPAs made using metal-insulator-semiconductor
(MIS) structures were soon abandoned [5][6]. The main bottleneck of these designs is the fundamental difficulty of
realizing both light sensing and signal readout functions with narrow bandgap materials (e.g. HgCdTe, InSb), which
present either limited signal handling capability or noise problems [7]. Furthermore, MIS detectors are not suitable for
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room temperaature operatioon, something more and moore in-demand
d in the field of
o photon deteector based miid-IR FPAs ass
it would openn up many appplications.
We recently reported on a monolithicaally integratedd switchable photo-pixel
p
w
working
in thee MWIR rang
ge under room
m
temperature, achieved by heterogeneous
h
s integration of
o InSb-based
d photodiodes onto a GaAs substrate con
ntaining activee
layers for fabbricating metal-semiconduuctor field efffect transistorss (MESFETs)) [8]. In this paper we wiill detail moree
material proccess techniquees, particularlyy focusing onn the fabricatiion challengess and on the solutions we developed forr
scaling our deevices from siingle pixels too array format.

2. HETE
EROGENEOUS GROW
WTH AND CONTROL
C
LLABLE ET
TCHING

Fig.1. Diagraam of the maaterial layer sttructure used, highlighting the heterogenneous growthh of GaAs and
d InSb devicee
layers on a seemi-insulatingg (SI) GaAs suubstrate.
The layer struucture used foor this work, as shown in Fig.1,
F
is grow
wn on a 3-inchh semi-insulatting (SI) GaA
As substrate byy
MBE. The loower epitaxial layers were designed
d
for im
mplementation
n of an underrlying MESFE
ET to be used for switchingg.
The MESFET
T includes a 200 nm thickk Si doped GaaAs channel layer
l
with a donor
d
densityy (Nd) of 1×10
017 cm-3 and a
18
-3
300 nm thickk heavily dopeed contact layeer with Nd = 2×10
2
cm . Between
B
the MESFET
M
and tthe photodiode active layerss,
a 300 nm unndoped GaSb buffer was grrown to allow
w relaxation of
o the strain introduced
i
byy the large lattice mismatchh
(14.6 %) betw
ween GaAs annd InSb. Finaally, a non-equuilibrium InSb
b photodiode structure wass grown, inclu
uding a 20 nm
m
In0.15Al0.85Sb barrier layer inserted
i
in a standard
s
p-i-n structure. Thiis barrier layeer was grown ssince it has beeen reported too
block the flow
w of electronss between thee non-intentionnally doped ab
bsorption layeer and the higghly p-doped contact,
c
hencee
reducing the dark current and
a allowing photodiode
p
opperation at hig
gher temperatuure [9]. The hhighly n-doped
d contact layerr
p
was chosen to be particularlly thick (3 μm
m) in order too further reduuce the density
y of threadingg
of the InSb photodiode
dislocations within
w
the absorption layer.
The mesa struuctures of thee photodiodes were definedd by standard photolithograaphic techniquues. The sensiing area of thee
InSb photodiiodes was maasked by phottoresist and thhe surroundin
ng InSb was etched
e
using a citric acid and hydrogenn
peroxide baseed wet chemiical etching process.
p
The InSb
I
mesa etcching offered great selectivvity, larger th
han 30:1 (withh
InSb etch ratees of ~20 nm//min and GaSbb etch rates off 0.6 nm/min), thus the etchh stopped wheen reaching th
he GaSb bufferr
layer. It was noted
n
that thee surface of thhe GaSb buffeer layer showeed increased rooughness after exposure to the citric acidd
etchant, as Fiig.2 (a) showss. A metal layyer composedd of titanium and
a gold (Ti 50nm/Au
5
1500nm) was then
n deposited byy
metal evaporration and pattterned by lifft-off techniquues to form the
t Ohmic coontacts to thee defined pho
otodiodes. Thee
fabrication off photodiode part
p was comppleted with suurface passivattion, achievedd by low tempperature inducttively coupledd
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plasma (ICP)) deposition of silicon nitridde (SiNx) andd with the opening of via windows
w
on topp of the Ohm
mic contacts byy
Sulphur hexaafluoride (SF6) based plasmaa etching in a reactive ion etching
e
(RIE) machine.
The patternedd SiNx passivaation layer, shhown in Fig.22 (b), also acteed as a mask for etching off the GaSb bu
uffer. Standardd
photoresist developer (Miccroposit MF-3319) was useed to selectiveely remove thhe GaSb buffeer layer. Becaause the resisst
developer is designed to avoid any potential
p
attacck to most of
o the semicoonductor mateerials includin
ng GaAs, thee
underlying MESFET
M
active layers were thus exposed with extremeely high uniforrmity and as-ggrown surfacee condition.
Except for thhe wet chemical etch, we also developeed a Chlorinee-free low-tem
mperature dryy etch processs in which wee
achieved low
w damage anisootropic etchinng of antimoniide-based matterials with eitther 60° positiive sloped or nearly
n
verticaal
etch sidewalll profile [10]. In this casee, the etchingg was monito
ored by a lasser interferom
meter tool, atttached to thee
Plasmalab 1000 Inductivelyy Coupled Plassma (ICP) 1800 etching tool from Oxford instruments.

Fig.2. (a) Sellective wet etcching of InSb using citric acid
a
based etcchant (b) Selecctive wet etchhing of GaSb using
u
MF-3199
which leads to
t uniform expposure of undeerlying GaAs layers.

3 LOW TH
3.
HERMAL BU
UDGET ME
ESFET FAB
BRICATION
N
G
buffer etching
e
and mesa
m
isolation etching using
g a phosphoricc
The fabricatioon of the MESFET device started with GaAs
acid based etcchant. The proocess steps leaading to the GaAs
G
MESFET had to be acchieved withoout exceeding a temperaturee
of approximaately 200 ˚C, since this was
w reported as
a a starting point for antimony desorpption and cou
uld potentiallyy
introduce deggradation to thhe fabricated photodiodes
p
[111]. This impllied that the highest temperrature used during MESFET
T
processing, reached
r
duringg the annealing of Ohmic contacts to GaAs,
G
could not exceed 2200 ˚C as welll. The use of
Pd/Ge/Au layyers is the onnly reported metallization system that can achieve good Ohmic behavior witth such a low
w
annealing tem
mperature [122]. We thereffore further developed
d
and optimised Ohmic contaact structures based on thee
Pd/Ge/Au sysstem in order to minimize specific
s
contacct resistivity, and
a we achievved a value ass small as 1.2×
×10-6Ωcm. Byy
introducing a superlattice-like Au/Ge sttack layer intoo the Pd/Ge/A
Au contact layyer structure, as shown in Fig. 3 (a), wee
successfully managed
m
to coontrol the inteerdiffusion of Au and Ge more
m
precisely by adjusting the relative th
hickness of thee
Au and Ge laayers in the Auu/Ge stack. Byy comparing standard
s
Pd/G
Ge/Au contactss with the onees based on th
he superlatticelike layers foor the same tootal metal thicckness and ussing the samee evaporator, we
w observed an improvem
ment in contacct
resistivity wiith factor of 1.5
1 to 2. Moreeover, this deeveloped Ohm
mic contact process supportts annealing with
w an 180˚C
C
conventional oven and hennce can be autoomatically carrried out durin
ng later resist preparation stteps.
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Following deefinition of thhe MESFET source
s
and drain contacts, another lithoggraphy step w
was used to define
d
the gatee
pattern. The subsequent
s
steep was the gatte recess etchiing, conducted
d with a citricc acid based ettchant. In order to preciselyy
remove the n+
+ contact layeer and avoid etching
e
of the channel layer, an iterative approach
a
was used. Using a probe stationn,
after each iteeration the cuurrent flow thrrough the annnealed Ohmicc contacts waas monitored, until the meaasured currennt
saturated at a calculated value
v
of apprroximately 300 mA with a bias voltage of 3V. Finallly, in this self-aligned gatee
process, a com
mmon Schottkky contact meetal system, Ti
T 30nm /Pt 30
0nm /Au 150nnm, was evapoorated and theen lifted off too
form the gatee of GaAs ME
ESFET as show
wn in Fig.3 (b).

Fig.3. (a) Scchematic diaggram of a devvice after mesa isolation etching
e
and Ohmic
O
contacct deposition, and the inseet
diagram show
ws the Pd/Gee/Au based metallization
m
syystem used for
fo Low temperature Ohmiic contact forrmation on n+
+
doped GaAs layer (b) Side-by-side fabrricated GaAs MESFET aftter gate recess etching andd Ti/Pt/Au Sch
hottky contacct
metal evaporaation

4. PLAN
NARIZATIO
ON AND INT
TERCONNECTION
The final fabrrication step was
w to make interconnects
i
between the fabricated
f
ME
ESFET and thee photodiode and thus form
m
a switchable photo-pixel device.
d
Sincee there were various
v
consid
derable mesa steps after eetching, the in
nterconnectionn
metal could easily
e
break when
w
trying too straggle dirrectly. As sho
own in Fig. 4 (a), even witth more than 600 nm metaal
evaporated, thhe interconnecction still craccked at the edgge of the mesaa due to a neaar vertical sideewall profile and
a up to 6 µm
m
step height. To
T solve this problem we developed
d
an intermediate step using poolyimide to prrovide a smoo
othing sectionn
between the lower
l
MESFE
ET and upper photodiode
p
regions of the device.
d
Firstly, a 2 μm
m thick Dupoont PI-2545 poolyimide layer was spin-caast on to the saample, follow
wed by baking for 6 minutess
on a hotplatee set at 150˚C. This temperature was choosen to partiallly cure the poolyimide layeer and providee a continuouss
gentle rampinng region at the
t etch mesaa step edge. Then,
T
standard
d electron beaam lithographhy techniques were used too
define a patteern in PMMA resist, to be used
u
as a maskk for polyimid
de etching. MF
F-319 was useed as an etchaant to open viaa
holes throughh the polyimidde where interrconnections were
w required
d, e.g. from phhotodiode Ohm
mic contact to
o the MESFET
T
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Ohmic contacct. As shown in Fig. 4 (b), via holes withh sizes as smaall as 8 µm diiameters were opened. Morre importantlyy,
the etched viaa holes have positively
p
slopped sidewall profile
p
in all directions.
d
Beffore depositingg the intercon
nnection metall,
the sample was
w oven-bakeed at 180 ˚C for 2 hours inn order to fullly cure the polyimide
p
andd further smoo
oth the etchedd
edges. After this planarizaation process a 200nm thicck Ti/Au metaal can easily be used to foorm the intercconnections inn
between deviices without brreaking. This is particularlyy important when
w
making an
a array ofdevices, given thee high numberr
of interconneections and thee multiple meetal layers dessired. A sketch
hed cross-secttion of the coompleted photo
o-pixel devicee
after formatioon of interconnnections is shown in Fig.4 (c).
(

`
Fig.4. (a) Failed metal intterconnection due to etch step
s
height up
p to 6 μm (b)) interconnectted devices with
w polyimidee
smoothing seection appliedd (c) a sketcch of the cross-section off a completedd photo-pixel device after formation of
interconnectioons.

5. DEVICE CHA
ARACTERIZ
ZATION RE
ESULTS AN
ND DISCUS
SSION
Fig.5 shows micrographs
m
o two fabricaated photo-pixxel devices wiith 45 μm × 45
of
5 μm square sshaped, and 45
5 μm diameterr
circular photoodiode active sensing areaa respectively.. Both devices have a deplletion mode M
MESFET swittch with 3 μm
m
gate length and
a 100 μm width.
w
In ordeer to probe thhe MESFET and
a photodiodde independenntly when tessting the pixeel
device, five test-point
t
mettal pads were made includiing P, N, Gatte, Drain and Source. Note that Drain an
nd N pads aree
short-circuiteed by the metaal interconnecttion, thus theyy are shown ass a single node in the circuiit diagram of Fig.
F 5.
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DC behaviorr of the compplete photo-ppixel device was
w measured
d using an Agilent
A
4155C
C semiconducctor parameterr
analyzer. As shown in the equivalent cirrcuit diagram of Fig. 5, the pad P was connected to siggnal ground which
w
was 0 V.
V
Then the volttage labeled Vsource was sweept from 0.5 V to -0.5 V wh
hile the currennt flow betweeen the P pad and
a the Sourcee
pad was meaasured as a funnction of variious gate-sourrce voltages Vgs. With Vgs = 0 V, the M
MESFET switch is turned onn
and thus the I-V
I characteriistic follows thhe photodiodee I-V curve, sh
howing a rectiifying behavioor (see the red
d trace in Fig.66
(a)). When Vgs is decreased so that the MESFET
M
channnel is depletted, the measuured I-V charaacteristic show
ws a fall in thee
current as Vsource
is sweptt. Vgs = -3.5 V is requiredd to fully pincch-off the channel and turrn off the ME
ESFET switchh
s
accordingly. Under this biasing conditioon, only a ressidue current of
o a few tens of nA is meaasured which is close to thee
value of leakaage current floowing to the MESFET
M
gatee Schottky con
ntact.

Fig.5. Opticaal micro graphs and equivalent circuit diagram
d
of th
he monolithically integrated photo-pixell devices withh
45 μm × 45 μm
μ square shapped and 45 μm
m diameter cirrcular photodiiode active sennsing area resspectively.
We then meaasured the reelative photo-rresponse of the
t photo-pixel device undder mid-IR illlumination ussing a Brukerr
Vertex 70 FT
TIR spectromeeter. The photto-response was
w detected using
u
a transim
mpedance currrent preampliffier connectedd
to the node Source
S
and wiithout applyinng a voltage between
b
the P pad and the Source
S
pad duuring the meaasurement (i.ee.
measurementts were carried out at zero bias). Similaarly to the DC
C measuremennt, we obtaineed a series off spectral scann
results with various
v
valuess of Vgs at rooom temperaturre and standarrd atmospheree. When the M
MESFET is in
n ON-state, thee
spectra we obbtained spanned the waveleength range frrom 1.3 μm to
o 6.7 μm withh a peak in thee response at 5.1
5 μm, whichh
is consistent with
w results frrom InSb phootodiodes operrating at room
m temperature [13]. The abssorption of mid-IR radiationn
caused by CO
O2 in the atmoosphere is clearly demonstrrated by the sudden
s
drop of
o the curve att approximateely 4.2 μm. Ass
shown in Figg. 6 (b), conssistently withh the DC resuults the MES
SFET was cappable of conttrolling the fllow of photogenerated caarriers in the photo-pixel device, as thhe measured photo-respons
p
se decreases in amplitudee when Vgs iss
decreased beelow zero. When the pinchh-off point of the MESFE
ET (Vgs = -3..5 V) is reacched, the photto-response iss
eliminated annd the entire pixel is thus isoolated for readdout.
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Fig.6. (a) Thee current–volttage characterristics and (b) the relative sp
pectral responnse of a typicaal photo-pixell device with a
45 μm diameter circular InnSb photodiodde and under various
v
gate bias conditionss. The solid reed line represeents the resultss
ET switch is turned on whhile the solidee blue line shhows the correesponding ressults when thee
obtained wheen the MESFE
pixel is switched off.

6. CONCLUSION
We developeed a sequencee of successfuul process stepps for indepen
ndent fabricattion of an InS
Sb photodiode and a GaAss
MESFET sidde-by-side on the surface of
o a heterogeeneous grown sample. Highly controllabble etching processes weree
developed to selectively expose
e
underlyying GaAs acctive layers with
w great unifformity. All thhe processes, including thee
ng 180 ˚C andd thus no degraadation was observed
o
to thee
Ohmic contacct formation too GaAs, weree achieved witthout exceedin
InSb photoddiodes. Furtheermore, metaal interconneections betweeen devices were realizeed by applyiing a simplee
planarization process, whicch can contribbute to the form
mation of a co
omplete readoout circuit in aan array of thee pixel devicess.
onfirmed that the
t InSb-baseed photo-pixell was sensitivee
The obtainedd electrical andd optical charaacterization reesults have co
to mid-IR phhotons at room
m temperaturee, and its phooto-response could
c
be elim
minated and isolated from its contacts byy
switching offf the co-integrated MESFET
T.
Similarly to the
t current flipp-chip bondinng based hybriid design, this technique suppports optimizzation of detector structuress
and ROICs seeparately and hence it can potentially
p
reaalize a new monolithic
m
apprroach to makee FPAs workin
ng in the midIR range witth wafer level manufacturiing capabilityy for cost red
duction. So faar, a number of groups haave developedd
methods for growing varioous mid-IR detector
d
structtures on GaA
As substrate with
w assistancee of GaSb bu
uffer layer andd
h
comparabble detection performance as compared
d to those devvices grown oon more expeensive InSb orr
reported to have
GaSb substraates. This incluudes newly deeveloped HOT
T detector stru
uctures based on materials such as InAsSb and type II
InAs/GaSb suuperlattices [114][15][16]. Our
O process steps
s
could thus be easily used
u
for alterrnative semico
onductor layerr
structures, im
mproving the detection
d
perfoormance at higgh operating temperature.
t
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